Rob Engelking
Candidate for NADKC President
As one of the NADKC’s founding members, breeder,
judge, and a member of numerous other DKV Clubs
throughout Germany, I am committed to the Deutsch
Kurzhaar. I believe in the testing and breeding standards
that we insist on in this organization, and that the
popularity of the Deutsch Kurzhaar. It can only grow and
become stronger than in the United States.
I was lucky enough to know and learn from the late Claus Kiefer, former President
of DKV, that it takes a group of people to make an organization successful and to
make every effort to grow that organization in order to assure it’s continued
expansion and success. My father loved the DK and believed in the NADKC like it
was his family. This is not one persons club but everyone’s club.
Our board should strive to achieve a more user-friendly club, a club where the
members can feel free to ask questions and have them answered. I have been
graced to be surrounded by like-minded individuals that have that same willingness
to see this happen.
I have always fought to have the best opportunities for our club in my past terms.
This includes the option to work multiple times behind the live duck for our dogs;
in Germany dogs only get to do this work once and the score is then transferred to
all future tests. To have the NAKP a permanent test for North America. I also
made sure our voices were heard in regards to artificial insemination. I worked at
the presidents meetings to make sure that this passed for our club and all clubs of
the DKV.
Please re-elect me, Rob Engelking, for another term so I may further serve you.
My Credentials:
· Founding Member
· Member of the Founders Board
· Former Regional Director UMR
· Have served as Test Coordinator and Test Director for all JGHV/DKV tests
(Derby, Solms/AZP, VGP)
· Active Verbandsrichter / Formwertrichter / SWRichter
· Former Vice-President of the NADKC
· Current President of the NADKC
· Served as spokesman at Weldverband as Vice-President and President

· Served as Formwertrichter at multiple IKP, and Kleemann’s
· Served as Verbandsrichter at multiple IKP and Kleeman’s
· Trained and handled many DK’s in Derby, Solms/AZP, VGP, IKP, KS, 20/40
hour blood tracking tests & World Field Trials
My Goals for the next term:
· Have complete Transparency in the board
· To increase the number of judges in the club
· Have more membership participation and involvement in the club
· Revamping the newsletter
· To continue to work to improve and better our club
· To increase the number of members and the number of dogs tested
And, most importantly, as always, to seek what the membership wants through the
feedback we receive. Please take the opportunity to exercise your privilege to vote
in the upcoming election. When you do so, I hope that you will acknowledge your
confidence in me by allowing me to continue to serve as your President.

